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Mobile Working
Data capture apps for business and the public sector.
Mobile enable your processes to cut out the paper and
improve productivity, efficiency and quality.
Surveys, inspections, checklists, audits and reports on
smartphones or tablets.
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Mobile Working Solutions
Background
Government’s Project Nomad proved that mobile working could improve efficiency, lower costs and
improve service quality.
Traditional mobile working solutions often require large investment in solution design and complex
integration. As an alternative, Digital Nomads have an affordable app based solution that can be
deployed quickly and is ideal for both business and public sector organisations.
Backed up by over 12 years’ experience of mobile working, we are ideally placed to help you benefit
from the mobile revolution.

Nomad Solutions
Replace your paper forms and documents and streamline your business processes with the Nomad
App and custom mobile forms designed for your business.
Capture data on your Android or iOS phone or tablet and quickly and easily output formatted
reports and pro formas by email.
A single app, customised to meet your needs, can include multiple forms to mobile enable many
processes including: •

Asset inspections

•

Health & Safety audits and inspections

•

Vehicle checks

•

PPE checks

•

HR and payroll (e.g. leave, timesheets etc.)

•

Fire Safety checks

•

Sales, orders and stock keeping

•

Measurement logs and compliance checks (e.g. refrigeration temperatures)

Surveys, inspections, checklists and audits are fast and easy with Nomad on your phone or tablet.
Stop wasting time duplicating data entry, typing and filing back in the office.
Easily capture GPS, photos, video, audio, barcodes and even signatures. Use your smartphone or
tablet to cut costs, save time and replace the paper.
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How Does It Work?
The Nomad App is managed via a cloud based web platform where Digital Nomads set up your
organisation and users and build your mobile forms (data capture screens).
The Nomad App will be available to download from the Apple App and/or Google Play Stores. When
you log into the app, mobile forms unique to your organisation will be ready for your use.
We configure your solutions, building bespoke reports to merge with your captured data and to
generate pro forma PDF’s that can be automatically emailed to yourself and/or your clients directly
from location, without having to return to the office to type up a report from paper notes.
What’s more, we can build integration with Google, Dropbox, OneDrive and other popular file
storage services.
In addition to storage of your completed forms in PDF format, captured data can automatically
populate Google spreadsheets, to pull together a centralised record, and our API can also enable the
development of more powerful integrations with other systems.
Users can be given access to one or multiple mobile forms when they log in to the app. Different
users in your organisation can be presented with different forms, all centrally managed by Digital
Nomads on your behalf.
Digital Nomads can get your mobile apps up and running quickly, working with you to develop
mobile solutions that deliver real benefits in terms of efficiency, accuracy and assurance.

Technology
Every app created on our platform is offline capable as a standard feature because we know Internet
connections are not always reliable when you are out in the field.
Our intelligent technology securely caches all data on the mobile device and synchronises when
connected.
You can also exit and save a mobile form part way through completion and resume at a later time.
We know that performance is also critical to a good user experience. Our application technology is
100% native compiled code, giving you the speed you expect and access to your device features e.g.
GPS and camera.
Our fully hosted cloud service runs on Windows Azure cloud servers, which includes a 99.9%
hardware uptime SLA from Microsoft and is one of the most secure hosting environments available.
All changes made to your forms via our platform are seamlessly deployed to your users’ devices over
the air, with no manual updates needed.
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Optional Add-Ons
Branded App
White label our App Technology and put your own branded app into the Apple App and/or Google
Play Stores.
The app carries branding, images and colour schemes of your choice from end-to-end. Your staff will
then install and use your branded app (instead of the Nomad App) to get access to their mobile
forms and other app content.
We publish your branded app under your organisation’s name in the respective app store(s), with no
mention of Nomad or Digital Nomads anywhere. Your app is updated automatically as we release
new functionality and ensure compatibility with new devices and operating system versions.
If appropriate, you can even offer your clients their own branded apps in turn, with full support.

Nomad Platform Subscription
With a Nomad Platform subscription, you could develop your own forms with our drag and drop App
Builder tools and gain independence in the management and use of the Nomad APP (or your own
branded app) and your mobile forms.
Having access to our platform would also enable you to edit your reports and PDF’s, manage your
forms and integrations and add and remove users. The platform also includes push notifications –
send tasks and forms to your users in real time.
Cloud based (no software to install), the platform is accessed at https://secure.nomad.solutions

Custom Branded Platform
Rebrand our cloud platform with your own identity and enjoy all the features of the Nomad platform
to manage your own app and mobile forms.
Use a web domain name of your choice to complete the branding experience (SSL Certificate
required).

Nomad Server
Host our entire web platform yourself with our Nomad Server product. All you need is an Internet
accessible server running Microsoft Windows Server with a SQL Server database.
This gives you full control over all data, backups and network security and is aimed at larger public
sector organisations with IT personnel and infrastructure available to run the platform.
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Our Fees
How it works
We charge a flat fee for each user linked to your account.
There are no hidden costs. The number of forms in your app and the number of times a form is used
has no bearing on our monthly fees.
We levy an initial set up charge to provide consultancy and development time to configure your
account, design your forms and mobile enable your business processes.
The initial outlay will depend upon the complexity and number of forms and users.

Enquiries
To discuss your requirements in more detail please contact Digital Nomads on 0843 289 0299 or
mail@nomad.solutions
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